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                                                            Is it necessary to use WiFi at all? 
                                                            
                                                        
                                                    

                                                

                                                
                                                    
                                                        You can easily select BLE (Bluetooth) instead of WIFI. But with WIFI you will have unlimited range on your device.
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                                                            Why can I not start a cooking session when connected?
                                                            
                                                        
                                                    

                                                

                                                
                                                    
                                                        If you press the bar where the temperature is displayed, you will be able to set up a cooking session.
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                                                            Should the sensor always be in the docking station when not in use?
                                                            
                                                        
                                                    

                                                

                                                
                                                    
                                                        Yes
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                                                            Should the docking station be connected to power when not in use?
                                                            
                                                        
                                                    

                                                

                                                
                                                    
                                                        It is not necessary for the docking station to be connected to power during use. The only thing you need to be aware of, is that when you use it via WiFi, it requires more power. But otherwise, you can always see the battery level in the App. And a small red diode above the socket on the docking station will light up when the level is low.
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                                                            Can the docking station charge the sensor without being connected to power?
                                                            
                                                        
                                                    

                                                

                                                
                                                    
                                                        Yes
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                                                            Is the sensor connected to the docking station or the app on the phone?
                                                            
                                                        
                                                    

                                                

                                                
                                                    
                                                        The app is only connected to the docking station. Once you are connected to the docking station and have selected the type of connection (WiFi or BLE), it will search for your sensor - the first time it may take 10-15 seconds to show the temperature in the App.
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                                                            Does the docking station have to be close to the sensor during use?
                                                            
                                                        
                                                    

                                                

                                                
                                                    
                                                        In open environment the range between sensor and docking station is up to 20 meters. When using it in a BBQ with closed iron Lid it is important to have the docking station close to the sensor
                                                                                                                     
    Was this article helpful?
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                                                            How long is the expected running time for a fully charged sensor?
                                                            
                                                        
                                                    

                                                

                                                
                                                    
                                                        With a fully charged sensor, you will be able to have a cooking session between 8-10 hours - it depends a lot on the temperature you aim to reach
                                                                                                                     
    Was this article helpful?
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                                                            What is the expected running time of fully charged docking station?
                                                            
                                                        
                                                    

                                                

                                                
                                                    
                                                        When connected on WiFi the docking station will run for approx. 12 hours. If it is on Bluetooth, it can take months between charges, depending on the number of cooking sessions.
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                                                                                        Troubleshooting Connectivity
                                        
                                    

                                

                                
                                    
                                                                                    
                                                
                                                    
                                                        
                                                            Sensor to Docking station
                                                            
                                                        
                                                    

                                                

                                                
                                                    
                                                        Step 1:

	When the sensor is placed on the Dock, the green Wi-Fi LED and blue Bluetooth LED are off?


 
Step 2:

	When sensor removed from Docking station the blue LED is solid blue after a while (in up to 30 sec. the Blue LED will be flashing)?
	Make sure latest firmware is installed on the Docking station, must be higher 0.37 or higher. Can be checked in upper bar under settings when Docking station is connected to the App.
	If the Blue LED is solid Blue but no temperature is Displayed, then restart the App and select Bluetooth and see if that helps.
	If the Blue LED is flashing, go to step 3








 
Step 3:

	Docking station is placed too far away from the sensor. Range of the Wireless sensor will vary depending on the environment – especially when placed inside a BBQ with Lid made of Iron – some BBQ are even double plated reducing the range of the sensor a lot.
	Move the Docking station close to the BBQ or Oven as much as possible
	If that did not fix the problem - go to step 4








 
Step 4:

	Sensor have not been charged (also make sure that Docking station is charged) due one of below points:
	Sensor have not placed properly onto the magnets on the Docking station, especially make sure the needle end is properly placed between the magnets.
	Sensor is not properly cleaned after a cooking session causing poor electrical contact between ring/needle and magnets. Residues from cooks can even be transparent and difficult to see. Use the rough side of a sponge and scrub the needle and metal ring with detergent in hot water
	Connect CookPerfect Wireless to the App and make sure that Docking station is charged more than 25% would and charge sensor for additional 8 hours after the above 2 points have been checked
	If that did not fix the problem - go to step 5








Step 5:

	System needs to be reset. Follow these steps:
	Place the sensor/s back on the Docking station until all lights are out.
	Close the App – remove the App from background.
	The pull out the sensor from the Docking station
	Wait until the Blue LED gets Solid Blue before opening the App





 
If that did not fix the problem – contact support@cookperfect.com
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                                                            Docking station to App
                                                            
                                                        
                                                    

                                                

                                                
                                                    
                                                        Step 1:

	Make sure latest App version is installed on device and the device operating system is updated to latest version.


 

Step 2:

	Bluetooth (and location services for Android) needs to be enabled for the App to connect.
	iOS/Android: From the Settings menu on your device, navigate to Privacy > Bluetooth and ensure that CookPerfect is switched on.
	Android: From the Settings menu on your device, navigate to Apps > CookPerfect > Permissions:
	Running Android 11 or older, make sure that "Location" is allowed.
	Running Android 12, make sure that "Nearby Devices" are allowed








 

Step 3:

	If the CookPerfect App is installed on another device remove it from this devices Background to avoid any unintended connection to this device.


 

Step 4:

	Try to uninstall the App and reset Docking station (place sensor back on Docking station) and then reinstall the App and connect again.


 

Step 5

	Try to connect to CookPerfect Wireless with another device


 

If none of the above did not fix the problem – contact support@cookperfect.com
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                                                                                        Troubleshooting Wi-Fi configuration
                                        
                                    

                                

                                
                                    
                                                                                    
                                                
                                                    
                                                        
                                                            Wi-Fi configuration 
                                                            
                                                        
                                                    

                                                

                                                
                                                    
                                                        If you have issue running the Auto setup procedure within the App, we recommend you do manually configuration – see our instructional video for easy connecting Manually to your Wi-Fi.

Otherwise check out the below troubleshooting-list:

 

	I get a message -> Unable to join the Network “CookPerfect AP”.
	Sometimes iOS devices will not detect external network first time (iOS bug), go back and try again. Or reset Wi-Fi under the settings in the App and try again.
	If Wi-Fi connection have been configured before - Check if the Green Wi-Fi LED is solid green -> If yes, the Docking station is already connected to your network -> restart the App. Next time wait to open the App until the Green Wi-Fi LED is solid green.





 

	The App won’t let me configure my Wi-Fi connection?
	Try to reset your Wi-Fi. Go to the CookPerfect App settings menu and press “Reset Wi-Fi” and start configuration from start.
	If the Auto setup procedure don’t work, you can always configure Wi-Fi manually – check out our instructional video for easy guidance. Before running manual configuration Reset your Wi-Fi.








 

	Sometimes I can make Wi-Fi connection, sometimes I can’t.
	Configuration of Wi-Fi should only be made one-time. Remove Sensor from Docking station and wait to open App until the Green Wi-Fi LED is solid green. When the Green LED is solid Green the Docking station is successfully connected to your Wi-Fi.





 

	After configuration of Wi-Fi the App shows no sensor connected?
	If you see the Wi-Fi icon after “No sensor connected”, CookPerfect Wireless is successfully connected to your network.
	Close the App and open it again. This is mainly Android related - as internet connection must be broken and reestablished, and some Android devices does not automatically do this, why you need to close the App and open it again.
	Sensor have not been placed properly onto the magnets on the Docking station for charging.
	Sensor is not properly cleaned after a cooking session causing poor electrical contact between ring/needle and magnets. Residues from cooks can even be transparent and difficult to see. Use the rough side of a sponge and scrub the needle and metal ring with detergent in hot water.








 

	After successfully configured W-Fi next time the App asks me to configure Wi-Fi connection again?
	When removing the Sensor from Docking station wait to open App until the Green Wi-Fi LED is solid green. When Green LED is solid Green the Docking station is successfully connected to your Wi-Fi.





 

	The Wi-Fi setup page does not appear.
	First reset Wi-Fi in the CookPerfect App. Then follow the Manual setup procedure and make sure your browser allows pop-ups and check your device security settings.
	Disable mobile data (3G/4G etc.) before entering the IP address. After Wi-Fi is configured enable mobile data again





 

	My Docking station won’t connect to my local network. Make sure your router supports: 
	Frequency band: 2.4GHz
	Standards: 802.11 b / g / n, 802.11 n MCS0-7 in 20 MHz bandwidth
	Data rate: Up to 72.2 Mbps data rate
	Security: WPA / WPA2
	Encryption: WEP / TKIP / AES





 

If none of the above did not fix the problem – contact support@cookperfect.com
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                                                            CookPerfect Wi-Fi supports
                                                            
                                                        
                                                    

                                                

                                                
                                                    
                                                        	Frequency band: 2.4GHz
	Standards: 802.11 b / g / n, 802.11 n MCS0-7 in 20 MHz bandwidth
	Data rate: Up to 72.2 Mbps data rate
	Security: WPA / WPA2
	Encryption: WEP / TKIP / AES
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                                                            Recommendations for the local Wi-Fi Access Point setup
                                                            
                                                        
                                                    

                                                

                                                
                                                    
                                                        	Set authentication for WPA2-Auto
	Standards: Set authentication for WPA2-Auto
	WPA encryption for AES + TKIP
	SSID should be longer than 6 characters long
	Set Wi-Fi channel to auto or select a channel that is not used by others.
	DHCP active (enabled)
	Make setup close to local Wi-Fi AP
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                                                            Wi-Fi network restrictions
                                                            
                                                        
                                                    

                                                

                                                
                                                    
                                                        	Location of your router is crucial - often it is the location of the router that is root course for poor coverage. Keep the router away from windows and concrete walls
	Other wireless networks will cause disruption. This can be a big problem in apartment’s as especially many will use the 2.4 GHz band causing a lot of traffic. For example. bells, baby monitors and microwaves.
	Iron-reinforced concrete walls also act as a wall for wireless signals, as most of the signals will be reflected. This is most often a problem in apartments.
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                                                                                        Troubleshooting Hardware
                                        
                                    

                                

                                
                                    
                                                                                    
                                                
                                                    
                                                        
                                                            Sensor unit
                                                            
                                                        
                                                    

                                                

                                                
                                                    
                                                        The Battery time of the Sensor and Dock depends on the environment.

	At room temperature the running time is between 16 to 24 hours.


For a cooking session in worst case scenario which is Pulled Pork, Brisket and such styles - the running time will be app. 8-12hours as the majority of the time, the temperature is above 70degrees.
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                                                            Docking station
                                                            
                                                        
                                                    

                                                

                                                
                                                    
                                                        The Battery time of the Dock station depends on which mode your are running Bluetooth or Wi-Fi.

	Fully charge Docking station can run for months in Bluetooth mode before charging.
	In Wi-Fi mode the running time is 11-12hours.


 

The Green Wi-Fi LED is ON when sensor is mounted for charging?

	Try to pull it out and back again a few times or rotate sensor while its placed on the Docking station
	Make sure the metal ring at the sensor head is clean
	If GREEN LED is still flashing, please check in the App if “2 sensors” is activated – if YES, turn it Off (only relevant for CookPerfect Wireless single version).
	If Docking station still flashes Green while sensor is placed, Customer need a replacement.





 

The RED LED over the USB-C connector is flashing?

	The Docking station must be recharged - charge with the USB-C cable found in the box – a GREEN LED will light, and the RED LED will go off when fully charged.


 

The Green USB-C LED is not lightning when USB-C cable is place into the Docking station?

Charge current is app. 210mA, why some USB adapters won’t work. Follow these steps:

	Charge from a Laptop
	Use adapter suitable for higher current
	Try with another USB-C cable


 

If none of the above did not fix the problem – contact support@cookperfect.com
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                                                                                        Troubleshooting temperature measurement
                                        
                                    

                                

                                
                                    
                                                                                    
                                                
                                                    
                                                        
                                                            Accuracy & how to check readings
                                                            
                                                        
                                                    

                                                

                                                
                                                    
                                                        Accuracy of the core temperature is +/- 0,5degrees

Accuracy of the Ambient temperature is +/- 1,0degrees

 

	Place sensor in room temperature to check if temperatures are displayed precisely.


As the Core temperature is coldest spot along the Needle and due to tolerances – the temperature difference between Core and ambient can be a few degrees.

	If temperature difference is higher – contact support@cookperfect.com


 

	If core temperature doesn’t look right below tests of the Wireless Sensor for accuracy can be performed. Before performing test, all internal probes most be cover in the water bath – this is secured by having water level above the safety mark on the needle.


 

	Ice Bath Test 


Fill a glass with cold water and some ice cubes. Stir well for 2 minutes to ensure a consistent temperature throughout. Insert the probe in the ice water up to the safety mark; you should see a reading close to 0 degrees C once the temperature stabilizes.

	Hot Water Test 


You will need a reference thermometer, but this test is slightly more difficult as the CookPerfect Wireless Sensor measure the coldest from Top to bottom of the Water, so you can’t make sure the reference thermometer is at the exact positioning. Fill a glass with hot (but not boiling) water. Stir well for 2 minutes to ensure a consistent temperature throughout. Along with your reference thermometer, insert the Wireless sensor in the hot water up to the safety mark and compare the temperatures.

 

	When performing temperature test few degrees between CookPerfect and reference thermometer must be accepted – due to tolerances and how temperatures are measured – is temperature difference is measured to high – contact support@cookperfect.com
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                                                            Unboxing
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                                                                                        Troubleshooting
                                        
                                    

                                

                                
                                    
                                                                                    
                                                
                                                    
                                                        
                                                            My CookPerfect APP will not connect to the unit
                                                            
                                                        
                                                    

                                                

                                                
                                                    
                                                        If the link to the instruction videos above didn’t help, then here are a few things to check and try:

	Ensure your device supports the CookPerfect app: iOS 9.3+ or Android 5.0+
	Ensure your device supports Bluetooth 4.0+ (BLE)
	Make sure your Bluetooth is turned ON.
	If you’re using an Android device, make sure your ’Location’ setting is enabled.
	When connecting the sensor to the receiver, the Blue Center LED should flash Blue? If that’s not the case, then try to connect again with new batteries installed.
	When connecting the sensor to the receiver the Blue Center LED should flash Blue and when connecting to the App the Blue Center LED should be solid Blue? If that’s not the case, then try to follow these steps:
	Remove the batteries and uninstall the CookPerfect App. Install batteries and the App once again and check if the connecting is now successfully.
	If you still have problems, then try to connect with new batteries installed.





If none of these steps solves your problem, then contact us at support@cookperfect.com.
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                                                            After lost connection my CookPerfect APP will not connect?
                                                            
                                                        
                                                    

                                                

                                                
                                                    
                                                        If the connection between the App and receiver has been lost for more than 10minutes, the receiver goes into a deep sleep to save power (the blue LED is off). To wake up, the receiver unplug the sensor and wait 6 seconds before connecting the sensor to receiver. Within 6 seconds, the receiver will start to flash blue and ready to connect to you App again.

NOTE: The logic in the firmware is designed to save as much power as possible. The receiver search for a sensor each 6 second why you always will have to wait up to 6 seconds before the detection is made. When the receiver is awake it will look for a mobile device or tablet for maximum 10minutes before it goes into sleep again.
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                                                            I have benn using my CookPerfect APP and now it will not connect to the APP
                                                            
                                                        
                                                    

                                                

                                                
                                                    
                                                        If the battery level gets to low the receiver (base unit) will be unstable, potentially causing issues to connect between the App and the receiver. So even if the Blue LED is flashing when sensor is connected and solid when opening the App successfully connection can be a problem if battery power is below a critical level (The App should have notified you if the battery level is below critical level). Try to connect again with new batteries installed. If changing batteries did not solve your problem, then contact us at support@cookperfect.com
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                                                            The wireless range of my CookPerfect is reduced and seems unstable
                                                            
                                                        
                                                    

                                                

                                                
                                                    
                                                        If battery level gets to low the receiver (base unit) will be unstable why connection between receiver and the App can be unstable (the App should have notified you if the battery level is below critical level). If you observed the CookPerfect is unstable in communicating with the App please try to connect again with new batteries installed. If changing batteries did not solve your problem, then contact us at support@cookperfect.com
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                                                            I have an Android device and can't connect to the APP?
                                                            
                                                        
                                                    

                                                

                                                
                                                    
                                                        Make sure Location Services is enabled. Android’s system is designed that in order to discover Bluetooth devices nearby, Location Services must be enabled.
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                                                        While the iPad 2 fits the minimum iOS requirements of 9.3+, it does not have hardware support for Bluetooth Smart (also called Bluetooth Low Energy).
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                                                        It is quite common that the CookPerfect ambient sensor shows lower ambient temperature than what your oven or grill is displaying. There are a few key reasons for this:

	When cooking meat, the surface area around the meat will have a lower temperature than the defined cooking (air) temperature inside your oven or grill.
	This is caused by the colder temperature of the meat cooling down the air around the meat.
	CookPerfect is measuring the actual heat your food is subject to and not what your oven or grill is showing or set to.
	Locally inside oven or grill the air temperature can vary a lot, so a small change in placement of the Cookperfect sensor can cause that readings of the air temperature will change significantly.
	In majority of grills the sensor is place in the lid for measuring the cooking temperature. Here the temperature can be much higher than the temperature surround the cold meat. This is due to the fact the hot air rises as cold air be lowered inside the grill. Therefore specially in a grill you can observe high temperature reading in you lid of the grill compared to ambient temperature shown in you App.
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